
                       PROLOGUE 

 
                  Before I decently disappear 

 

Dear readers, you have no idea how heroically short I have made this introduction. 

Not for nothing do my few acquaintances and colleagues call me loquacious. My three 

previous attempts filled many pages. 

I am the first to admit that it is ironic that I, a retired university librarian whose life 

has been totally devoid of external adventure, have dared to present a biography of Baron 

Nikolai Ivanovich Maklin. As briefly as possible I shall explain. 

During the fourth last year of my work at the university a student requested my help 

in acquiring documents about Maklin's two visits to Green Island in 1880 and 1884. Not long 

after the materials started to arrive (mostly from overseas) the student abandoned his course 

and went to work for an insurance company. He had struck me as a resolute but not very 

bright person, so no doubt his decision was a wise one. 

Before that time I had known only the sketchiest outlines of Maklin's story. Of course 

every moderately well-educated person has heard of his anthropological work and political 

involvement. In my ignorance I shared the common view of his character, once described as 

"monumental": that of a fearless scientist who could report just as objectively on the plans of 

cannibals to eat him as on the temperature of the sea (and in the next sentence). We may 

admire a monument, but it is hard to get close to it emotionally.  

The main point of this biography is that I have material which radically modifies the 

conventional view of the man Maklin. The personality presented in his published Diary is not 

the same as the Maklin revealed in his Private Diary, which he did not plan to publish; in fact, 

the last word of the latter, written in the terribly irregular hand of a dying man, is BURN. Had 

his request, written in Russian, been understood this book would have been impossible.  

And how, you may ask, has a chatty old ex-librarian been able to obtain such a 

document? I am deeply grateful to the student. The early material that arrived for him was so 

interesting that when the young chap put on his suit and insurance agent's tie I kept gathering 

documents ostensibly for him. A little after his departure I was amazed and delighted that an 

unknown librarian in a very distant country sent the Private Diary. I photocopied every page 

before resending and I pursued even the most minute footnote. Till then I had a nodding 

acquaintance with the Russian language. Fortunately Maklin's handwriting was very clear 

and my knowledge of the language grew as if by itself. 

It is perhaps foolish of me to put my introduction first. A casual browser would by 

now have slammed shut this book. For your consolation, dear readers, I emphasise that this is 

not a novel from my unskilled hand. You will read texts from Maklin and some of his 



contemporaries occasionally linked by my clumsy prose. Now I shall decently disappear. I 

invite you to travel across decades and oceans ... 

We are on a northern coastal strip of Green Island, that large tropical landmass 

between the Indian and Pacific Oceans. Waves of tall jungle-covered ranges almost fall into 

the sea. 

About one kilometre from the beach the Russian warship Vostok is lying at anchor. 

Close to the beach, beside a crystal-clear creek and under large trees, is a hastily built cabin. 

Here and there on the narrow coastal strip and on the mountains are villages of Stone Age 

people. 

Envelop the scene in heavy darkness. In the cabin can be heard the rhythmic pounding 

of the waves, a gentle wind stirring the leaves, and the screeching of mosquitoes. 

 

  

Unobserved we enter the cabin. A thin bearded man of average height is sitting at a 

crude desk, surrounded by an astonishing quantity of boxes containing a range of scientific 

implements. He could be thirty or even forty years old. 

 

  

A spluttering candle makes shapes dance on the uneven wall ...     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 PART 1 

 

 

 

AMONG  SAVAGES 
 
 

The arrival 

 

 

His eyes were red and sore from lack of sleep, but Maklin was still too excited. The 

swarming mosquitoes did not help either. 

In the other room Boy and Santamaria were groaning from time to time and slapping 

at mosquitoes. It was hard to tell whether they were asleep or not. Within a day the Vostok 

would be gone, the last link with the known European world. But he did not regret that. He 

was impatient for the real mission, the adventure he had dreamed of for years, to begin. He 

would be alone in this ancient and entirely new land. Alone, that is, if the two servants were 

not counted. 

He looked at the neat stack of notebooks, most of them with red covers, but a few 

with green. So far he had used only red ones without knowing the reasons for that preference. 

In the three days since they had come ashore he had diligently recorded everything he 

thought noteworthy from an anthropologist's point of view and had filled many pages with 

sketches, mainly of men of Rogendu and their houses. A pity he had as yet seen no women or 

children, but such were the rules of Green Island. 

He knew that he should get some sleep, but how could he when a thousand thoughts 

were bubbling round in his head? But they were not the kinds of thoughts he was used to 

arranging in logical patterns. He had prided himself on the rationality of his mind, but now he 

was experiencing feelings and tail-ends of thoughts that resisted systematisation. 

On an impulse he grabbed a green notebook, vaguely aware that now the colour 

difference was becoming significant. He wanted to write things that would not be published 

in his Diary. With a flourish he wrote on the green cover PRIVATE DIARY,  N. I. Maklin. His 

Diary was in German but this would be in his first language. 

He paused. How much harder it was to express subjective things than to narrate or 

describe! It was as though the scientist Maklin was grinning in a superior way at the under-



developed side of him. Why bother putting down that subjective stuff -- what possible 

significance could that have?  

Another voice in this internal monologue had an answer: am I not the first European 

to live in this place, among people whose Stone Age culture is as yet untouched by the 

outside world? And is it not possible that the reactions of someone in my position have some 

interest for other people? All right, smirked the scientist, go ahead.   

Tugging at his beard with his left hand, he put down his pen, picked up a pencil and 

placed its point on the paper. What would it write?  He supplied the hand, but he really did 

not seem to be in control of what the pencil was doing. Words appeared: 

 

Professor Kehl, I will do everything possible to add my pebble to your Great Mosaic. 

What a coward Santamaria has proved to be! 

Teluli promises to be the ideal guide. 

Will I die here? At this moment I feel indifferent to death, but I want my life to be 

useful. 

No, no, no! Such incoherence was an affront to his intellect. Rip it out! He took a 

sharp knife and carefully cut out the page (a disciplined person does not mistreat paper). He 

folded the page and decided to throw it into the fire outside under the tree. And anyway he 

wanted to urinate, so he went down the steps into the warm night and wandered about twenty 

metres away.  

When he returned to the fireplace there were still a few glows under the ash. If he 

placed the paper on the coals and blew, those unsatisfactory snatches of prose would soon be 

obliterated. He knelt, took a stick and gently pushed the red spots together, spread the 

unfolded pages over them, and blew. A small burst of orange lit up from below the words a 

coward Santamaria.    

Maklin snatched the paper away from the flame. After all, he had written those words; 

they were tiny elements in some endless chain of causes and effects. Maybe later he would 

understand why his thoughts had come out that way, or rather been committed to paper like 

that. 

He took a short stroll along the beach. Hm, Santamaria. It had certainly been a 

mistake to hire the fellow. Despite his enormous size and big words he was lazy and perhaps 

not even strong; despite the good first impression he had made in Suva with his singing and 

clowning he was forever picking quarrels with Boy; and he was so terrified of the savages 

that Maklin did not know whether to laugh or to curse. 

Part of his reason for hiring Santamaria had been his expectation that Boy, taciturn 

and gloomy, would be a dull companion on this one-year expedition. Boy was also spindly, 

and it had seemed a good idea to hire the huge European for heavier jobs. But not only did 



Santamaria shirk whenever possible, he was far more mournful than the stoic half-caste. And 

in Suva he had seemed such a jolly fellow.  

Another thing about Santamaria's hiring which annoyed Maklin was that he himself 

had been partly gulled by the big chap's transparent flattery. Santamaria had really laid it on 

thick: it would be such a "brivilege" to serve a "worl' famous science" and Santamaria would 

"brotect" his master with his life, and so on.  

No, Maklin had not chosen his servants well. Boy had been recommended by a labour 

agency in Suva and in fact had proved reliable, but he was such a closed-in character. 

Santamaria was nothing but a liablility. The one positive thing was that both of the servants 

had served on German whaling ships, so that direct communication was possible. Boy usually 

spoke German in sentences of one or two words. Santamaria was fluent, but so barbaric that 

Maklin was beginning to think he preferred listening to Boy.  

Perhaps, Maklin mused, it would be better if the two had no common language. 

Santamaria was constantly annoying Boy with his delicate epithets. Because Boy was half 

European and half Melanesian, his fellow servant called him "an 'alf hape". Boy's response 

was a leathery indifference. When Santamaria boasted, as he invariably did when he was in a 

good mood, Boy's complete apathy grated on the giant southern European more than scornful 

laughter from other people.  

Ach, I want to get away from the topic of my servants! Maklin mentally ran through 

the list of people he had written to. To Professor Kehl, of course; it was no exaggeration to 

say that Kehl was his mentor. To his brother Sasha, for whom he felt a distant affection 

although he was almost a stranger; though the estate at Udivaya belonged in theory to Nikolai 

Ivanovich, it was just as well for the family that Sasha was happy to stay there and produce a 

family and run the place. Without Sasha's work it would hardly have been possible for 

Nikolai to become a "worl' famous science". He had also written to Dr. Bauer, who had 

inspired this particular expedition. 

Goodness, he had not yet written anything to Grand Duke Konstantin! He had avoided 

that so far, but of course it was absolutely necessary to send some message with the Vostok. 

But what to write? He owed the possibility of the whole expedition to Konstantin, but 

Rubailo had made it hard for him to pretend to himself that there were no political 

implications in the help he had got from that eminent politician.  

  

Maklin entered the cabin and forced himself to write to Konstantin. He reported at some 

length on the scientific aspects but deliberately made no mention of the political. He sealed 

the letter and wondered when he would go to sleep. 


